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Changing the behavior of a well-functioning car is straightforward. Pressing the gas pedal has one simple effect, accelerating the car, while pressing the brake has the opposite effect, decelerating the car. Changing the behavior of the driver is a different matter. Pushing a behavioral “pedal” to induce safer driving won’t necessarily have a single predictable effect. Drivers wearing a seat belt are more likely to survive a crash. So, it might seem straightforward that mandating seat belt usage should simply save lives. However, mandating seat belt usage can have the additional effect of more careless driving, partially offsetting the beneficial effects.¹

More recently, similar concerns have resulted in much debate about attempts to mitigate the COVID pandemic by encouraging facemask wearing.² Concerns that requiring people to wear masks might make them less careful about following social distancing norms or might increase face-touching played a role in the initial guidance against mask-wearing in the United States.³ In this case, the concern was overblown, as mask-wearing is effective⁴ and does not seem to reduce social distancing.⁵ However, multiple studies on “risk compensation” across various domains⁶ find a wide range of results, illustrating the difficulty of knowing the effect of a particular intervention in advance.

We provide a framework for understanding why promising behavioral interventions can have inconsistent and unpredictable outcomes. We describe how the net effect of a single intervention often results from a balance between multiple potentially conflicting psychological
consequences of the intervention. The framework can help practitioners make sense of the differences they observe in the results of nudges across field implementations, as well as to be better calibrated regarding the uncertainty inherent in behavior change tactics. We argue that behavioral interventions validated in one setting can seldom be taken “off the shelf” (see Chapter 1) and successfully applied to a different context, and we encourage practitioners to use in-context field experiments to determine how the various consequences of a behavioral intervention net out in their given situation.

The Problem of Multiple Conflicting Consequences

As popularized in the idea of “nudges,” behavioral interventions may seem simple, as if intervening on people’s decision process would shift their decisions in one particular direction. However, that seeming simplicity may be deceptive. Consider the example of descriptive social norms – a widely-used nudge based on the idea that people are motivated to match their peers’ desirable behaviors. Accordingly, people who are doing less of a desirable behavior can be influenced to do more by showing them information about their peers’ behavior. Interventions using such social norms have been shown to be effective in the areas of tax compliance, recycling, energy conservation, water conservation, and other prosocial behaviors. However, in practice, such interventions are not equally effective across implementations. Identifying the forces at work in such interventions can help us understand why and how the effectiveness of descriptive norm interventions varies across contexts and populations.

For example, Opower leverages the principle of descriptive social norms by providing consumers with information about how their energy consumption compares with that of their neighbors to motivate the conservation of electricity. According to the theory underlying the
descriptive norm intervention, presenting norm information (e.g., the average amount of electricity used) emphasizes that many people conserve and use a modest amount of electricity, motivating consumers to begin or continue to engage in the same desired behavior. However, the information can also lead to or strengthen a belief that some people do not engage in the behavior (i.e., that some fail to conserve electricity), which can reduce the motivation to engage in the behavior, giving people the “license” to likewise fail to conserve.12

Whether the intervention is effective overall then depends on the relative strength of these conflicting consequences. If a person reading the information focuses more on the other people who do engage in the desired behavior and is primarily motivated to join them, then the intervention will increase the behavior (e.g., energy conservation) for that person. If, on the other hand, the person reading the information also focuses on those other people who do not engage in the behavior and is equally demotivated by these people, the two consequences may cancel, resulting in no observed effect of the intervention for that person. In fact, for a person who primarily focuses on those who don’t engage in the behavior and is demotivated (or licensed) by this information, the intervention could even backfire, reducing the person’s energy conservation. After all, few people want to be the sucker who is engaging in costly prosocial behavior that seems pointless because others take the easy way out and avoid doing their part.

**Different Consequences Among Different People and in Different Contexts**

On its own, the problem of multiple consequences does not have to be a major impediment to reliably applying behavioral science. To know whether an intervention with multiple conflicting consequences will be successful overall, we simply need to know whether the positive effects are larger than the negative ones. If a rigorous experiment finds positive
effects of the intervention (e.g., providing electricity usage norms reduces usage), then we can conclude that, on average, the positive effects (motivation to conserve from knowing that many others do so) outweigh the negative effects (demotivation from knowing that some others don’t). In fact, such an experiment could even help us quantify the relative impact of the two factors.

However, deciding to implement an intervention based on the results of a study in another setting requires assuming that the relative impact of the multiple consequences is stable over populations and contexts. This strong assumption is typically not true. Indeed, several examples in this book in domains ranging from savings behaviour (Chapter 1), credit card debt (Chapter 3), pension contributions (Chapter 3), energy savings (Chapter 1), and welfare programs (Chapter 4) highlight the perils of assuming the stability of settings in translating knowledge.

As illustrated in Figure 6.1, in one application where the positive effect of consequence A outweighs the negative effect of B, a net effect results, while no net effect is observed in another application where the two consequences are equal and cancel each other. Research on psychological factors that influence preferences and choices typically identifies a wide variety of moderators – factors that make a particular psychological process more or less likely to occur and make the process stronger or weaker when it does occur. As a result, the mix of consequences of the same intervention often varies across contexts.

<<INSERT FIGURE 6.1 ABOUT HERE>>

**Figure 6.1 The conflicting consequences problem**

The same intervention could yield different results in different applications based on the relative strengths of consequences A and B on the desired behavior.
A recent empirical investigation found that Opower’s norm-based nudges to promote energy conservation yielded differing net results across implementations. In particular, the intervention yielded significantly higher energy savings in their first ten sites than in their next 101 replications. In general, the available information about the effectiveness of interventions may not be representative. Organizations developing a new program might target the initial tests for the most promising locations. Organizations with a more successful ongoing program might be more willing to do a program evaluation field experiment, while those who think evaluations could undermine their credibility would be less willing. Successful interventions are also more “newsworthy” and may be more likely to be publicized.

To understand how the effects of descriptive norms may differ, we can identify some likely factors that contribute to differences in the relative strength of the multiple consequences of this intervention across people and contexts. Before the intervention, some people used less energy than others. Those who used less energy might have assumed that others were like them, carefully conserving energy. As a result, these conservationists might then be surprised to learn that the average person uses far more energy than they had thought, leading them to focus on those not conserving and to feel demotivated. Among those using more energy, on the other hand, the relative strength of the motivating and demotivating effects is likely to depend on pre-existing attitudes. For those non-conservers who endorse the goal and don’t feel threatened by the implicit rebuke the information provides, the motivating effects are likely to dominate, as intended. However, those who do not endorse the goal or who are defensive about their non-normative behavior may avoid the intervention, reducing its efficacy. Even more problematically, they may feel more licensed to not engage in the behavior themselves when
they know that there are others who do not engage in the behavior. Consistent with this possibility, descriptive norms are more effective at reducing electricity consumption among liberals than conservatives.

In theory, if an intervention only has a single simple effect, decisions about using the intervention are simpler, even when the magnitude of the effect varies by context. As long as the cost of the intervention is low, implementation can be justified by the potential benefit if successful and the minimal risk otherwise (because nothing will change if it is unsuccessful). However, this justification no longer holds when the intervention has multiple conflicting (i.e., both positive and negative) consequences that vary in relative strength. In such situations, the risk is that the negative consequences could dominate in a particular implementation, resulting in a negative net effect.

Our general framework applies to any situation in which a successful intervention from one study is used in a different setting, as illustrated using three case studies.

Case 1: Using Temporary Incentives to Motivate Useful Behavior

Material incentives (including financial rewards, such as salaries) are perhaps the most basic way to motivate behavior because of the simple fact that people will do more of an activity that is more rewarding. However, a highly influential literature has raised concerns about a conflicting consequence when using temporary incentives to motivate useful behavior (e.g., going to the gym, eating healthy, giving nutritional supplements to children in developing countries). Researchers in psychology, based on lab experiments, have argued that although such incentives boost compensated behavior, they also undermine people’s own intrinsic motivation to do useful or enjoyable activities without compensation. As a result, practitioners have been warned that once rewards are taken away, people’s long-term engagement and performance
might be lower than if incentives had not been used. This view has been quite influential, limiting the use of temporary incentives as a tool to motivate behavior, particularly in the context of education.

However, our framework recognizes that a potential conflicting effect of reducing intrinsic motivation is not a sufficient reason to abandon the use of temporary incentives. Instead, the question is how the potential motivating and demotivating consequences of temporary incentives balance out to produce the net effect of the intervention on the specific outcome of interest in a given context. In fact, field experiments that measured the effects of temporary incentives on people’s behavior days, weeks, or months after the incentive ended reported no such detrimental net effects, contrary to the immediate negative effects found in lab experiments.21 For example, temporary cash awards for students raising their first-year GPA had either no effect or a positive effect on GPA the subsequent year.22

Our research confirms that temporary incentives have two separate conflicting effects on post-incentive motivation and engagement.23 However, the potential adverse effects are not due to a long-term loss of intrinsic motivation. Instead, decision-makers are motivated to take a “break” after exerting additional effort to earn the reward. When a moderately rewarding temporary incentive is provided, we find a momentary break from task engagement when the reward ends, but the net effect differs over a longer time horizon, as people quickly return to their baseline activity level. A sufficiently rewarding incentive can increase liking of the task because of positive reinforcement from the rewards. Indeed, when the temporary incentive is more generous, we observe less of a momentary decrease in engagement immediately after the incentive ends, and people’s engagement can increase to above their pre-reward levels over time.
As a result, the net effect will systematically depend on both the magnitude of the reward and the time-frame of the outcome (e.g., immediately after the incentive ends vs. longer-term).

Identifying the actual conflicting consequences allowed us to reconcile past research and better predict the effects of temporary incentives. We applied this approach in a café field study where we used a discount to incentivize lunchtime customers to buy soup. As predicted, soup sales dropped significantly on the first day after the discount ended (without advance notice) but then increased back to the pre-incentive sales level over the next few days.24

**Case 2: Can Defaults Increase Charitable Contributions?**

Cass Sunstein, the co-author of the book *Nudge*, has stated that if there were an Olympic medal for the most effective tool in behavioral economics, the clear winner would be decision defaults,25 a view supported by a review comparing behavioral interventions.26 Defaults define one option as the action to take unless the person selects a different course of action. In some settings (e.g., organ donation,27 saving for retirement,28 etc.), a major reason why defaults are effective is that many people don’t make a decision and instead let the default occur.

However, defaults can affect outcomes even when people actively make decisions, and a default course of behavior cannot be imposed, such as in fundraising appeals. For example, people might treat the default as an implicit recommendation or norm, or they might be averse to change and prefer the status quo.29 Most philanthropic organizations solicit donations online or via mail, where it is trivial to implement a non-binding default or “suggested amount.” Our review of fundraising practices of top charities found that less than half used a pre-selected default contribution in their menu of amount options. Of those who had a default-ask, the vast majority used the lowest or second-lowest menu amount as the default donation option. We
conducted a series of studies to test the net effect on the funds raised of defaulting potential donors to a particular donation amount.

Prior experimental research on suggested donation amounts had revealed a confusing set of seemingly contradictory results, with suggested amounts sometimes resulting in more donations, sometimes less, and sometimes making no difference. Our investigation revealed that the effect of default nudges on the funds raised by a charitable solicitation could not be understood as a single effect, or even a single effect that varies in strength. Instead, in a series of lab and online studies, we found that two separate conflicting consequences consistently operated in tandem, systematically varying with the defaulted donation amount, such that their joint effect determines whether implementing a particular default “suggested donation” raises more funds than the baseline of no default.

First, defaults suggest to the donor an amount to give. So, the straightforward (and typically intended) effect of defaulting or suggesting an amount is that people give that amount or a similar amount. Thus, among those who donate, setting a higher default would be expected to yield larger donations, on average, and we find that it usually does. In fact, this consequence results in a risk that setting too low a default – asking donors for less than they would otherwise be willing to give – could reduce donations. Donors asked to donate $10, for example, may think to themselves, “I was willing to give $50, but since you say that all you need is $10, it’s a win-win: I get to feel good about helping, for less!” If this were the only effect of defaults, the prescription would be clear: set a high donation amount as the default.

However, we find that there is also a second effect of suggested amounts, conflicting with the first: suggesting a donation amount impacts whether or not people donate at all. Even when people can donate any amount they choose, suggesting a large amount typically reduces
donations, and suggesting a small amount increases donations, relative to the baseline. It’s as if potential donors would rather not participate than give a “wrong” amount. Donors reassured by the suggestion of a small donation are more likely to open their wallets, while those asked for a large donation move on instead of giving the small amount they would have otherwise been willing to donate.

As a result, the net effect of setting a particular donation amount as the default is not obvious. Asking for a smaller amount than the typical donation will encourage people to donate, but they may give less than they would have given without a default. In contrast, asking for an above-average amount may result in fewer people participating but giving more. Given that the net funds raised are the product of participation and average donation amount, how the joint effect of these two consequences balances out will determine whether a particular suggested amount results in more funds, less funds, or the same amount as without the suggested amount. A re-analysis found that the seemingly contradictory results of past studies were largely explained as the net of these two conflicting consequences varying by the suggested amount.

Furthermore, the relative sensitivity of participation rates and averaged donation amounts to the default intervention may differ across people and donation contexts, resulting in even greater uncertainty about the net effect of an intervention in a given context. In particular, among prior donors who give regularly, participation may be less sensitive, and donation amount may be relatively more sensitive to the default, while the reverse may be the case among donors who often fail to give.

Results of two separate field experiments conducted with the University of Chicago Booth School of Business annual fundraising campaign validated these insights and demonstrated the usefulness of the framework. In the first experiment, conducted at the end of
the annual campaign, we varied the presence and amount of a “suggested” donation level in solicitations sent to prior donors who had not yet given in response to three mailers sent earlier that academic year. Among these unlikely donors, setting the lowest amount as the default raised more funds than the no-default appeal, while the higher default amounts were not effective. The low default did result in lower donation amounts among those who gave, but this was more than compensated for by a 128% increase in the (low) rate of giving.

In a follow-up study, we conducted the same experiment at the start of a new annual campaign in solicitations sent to all past donors, including the donors who give regularly that had been excluded in the first study. The low default, which had been the best performer in the prior campaign, instead did the worst, reducing funds raised compared to the no-default baseline. This outcome was the result of the net effect from a different balance between the two conflicting outcomes: the low default substantially reduced the donation amounts among those who gave but had only a small positive effect on the (already much higher) participation rate in this population.

The experiment targeting frequent donors found a net effect of the low-amount default that was the opposite of the effect in the study targeting infrequent donors. While these findings can provide guidelines for thinking about how suggested amounts might be beneficial or harmful for a charity to use, a particular organization cannot readily know how a particular suggested amount would affect the funds raised. Even when we believe that we understand the underlying process, the variability of the relative impact of conflicting consequences leaves us uncertain and unable to predict the net effect of a specific default intervention when targeting a particular pool of donors for a given charity.
Case 3: The Failure of a Promising Matching Mechanism in Fundraising

It may turn out that the conflicting consequences problem is occurring in practice, even when conflicting consequences were not identified in advance, and the proposed intervention may have seemed like it would have straightforward positive effects. Research that we have conducted regarding matching solicitations in charitable fundraising (e.g., every dollar donated is matched by an extra dollar from a benefactor) provides a demonstration of this principle.32

Matching appeals have been described as a staple of fundraising and are routinely used in appeals.33 Theoretical models of altruism identify two benefits to the donor: the charity having more funds to do its work (regardless of the source) and the “warm glow” that the donor gets from being personally responsible for giving.34 In this model, matching appeals motivate donors by enabling the donor to direct more funds to the charity than just the donation they personally give, increasing the impact of the person’s donation on the funds available to the charity, and thereby motivating them to give more.35 Based on this theoretical framework, we developed a novel approach to making matches more effective: reframing the match as the benefactor helping the donor give more (i.e., as opposed to the benefactor making their own separate matching donation). The idea behind this “giving credit” match framing is to increase the “warm glow” the donor feels from giving, in addition to increasing the objective benefit to the charity.

Consequently, the new framing would be predicted by theoretical models to increase donations from the match. A sample of fundraising experts who we surveyed overwhelmingly predicted that the “giving credit” framing would be effective, and most believed it would be more effective than the standard match framing.
However, despite its basis in academic theory and the favorable intuitions of fundraising experts, our novel “giving credit” framing was a failure when tested in practice in two fundraising campaigns for a Chicago arts non-profit targeting prior donors. The participation rate among potential donors who received the “giving credit” version of the matching appeal was almost half of the participation rate using the standard matching description and, as a result, raised significantly less funds.

Why did this promising, vetted intervention fail? While our field experiments did not collect the data needed to conclusively identify the underlying cause, it seems clear that the “giving credit” framing had a conflicting negative consequence on donors’ motivations that far outweighed the intended positive effect of giving the donors a reason to feel “warm glow” from the benefactor’s match. It is possible that the “giving credit” framing seemed weird or manipulative to the prospective donors. Alternatively, encouraging the potential donor to see the benefactor’s funds as their own donation may have had the reverse effect, reducing perceived personal accountability for one’s own donation because of the suggested “co-mingling” of funds. In any case, a promising intervention failed in practice, at least in the setting in which it was tested, because the intervention that was assumed to have a single positive motivational impact instead involved multiple conflicting potential consequences, resulting in a net effect mispredicted by us as well as by fundraising experts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1: Using temporary incentives to motivate useful behavior</th>
<th>Consequence A</th>
<th>Consequence B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longer-run return to baseline after “break” is over. Positive spillover from reinforcement, habit formation also possible.</td>
<td>Short-run decrease in engagement after incentives end because the option of a “break” is salient and easy to justify</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Case 2: Using defaults to increase charitable contributions | Lower defaults motivate participation as donors earn “warm glow” from the act of giving. | Lower default amount licenses people to donate a smaller amount. |

| Case 3: “Giving credit” match framing intended to improve fundraising outcomes | Increase in “warm glow” from donors’ match. | Unidentified: could be confusion, perceived manipulativeness, or a reduction in accountability. |

The “giving credit” framing might not be harmful or could even be successful in a different fundraising context. To know if that is the case, we would need first to identify all the conflicting consequences of framing matching appeals that way and then develop a means to predict how the relative impact of the conflicting consequences varies across implementation contexts. In the absence of this complete understanding of the intervention, a policy-maker simply cannot generalize from observing either success or failure in another context to determine whether an intervention with potentially conflicting consequences would be beneficial, inconsequential, or harmful in their own context.

The Path Forward
The problem of conflicting consequences prescribes a different approach to using behavioral insights in practice than is often the case. Experimental evidence that an intervention has beneficial effects in another context, whether from academic research or observed in practice, validates the intervention as a hypothesis to be tested in the intended context, not as a policy to be adopted. Absent a complete understanding of how the potential conflicting consequences net out in a given context, which we typically do not have, we cannot predict the consequences of implementing even seemingly “proven” interventions. For academics, this suggests a need to go beyond “proof of concept” research and develop detailed and robust models of the most promising interventions.

### Table 6.2 Decision Aid to Identify Potential Conflicting Consequences: Ask Yourself the Following Five Questions to Start

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Factors suggesting multiple consequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Question 1</strong></td>
<td>Do people differ in relevant experience (e.g., high vs. low engagement, prior experience, or expertise)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Question 2</strong></td>
<td>Do people differ in relevant values or attitudes? (e.g., identifying with a pro-environment agenda or not)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Question 3</strong></td>
<td>Can short-term and long-term effects differ (e.g., due to forgetting, fatigue, habit-formation, or satiation over time)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Question 4</strong></td>
<td>Does the targeted behavior involve multiple distinct decisions (e.g., whether to give and how much to donate)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Question 5</strong></td>
<td>Do the intervention cues have multiple plausible interpretations? (e.g., as information or allocation of responsibility or an attempt to manipulate)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For practitioners, even the most promising new behavioral intervention should be subjected to substantial field-testing in one’s own context, across the factors varying in that context, before changing to a new policy. The common reluctance many organizations have to test initiatives experimentally with appropriate controls and the preference to instead simply set
policy and act can have serious hidden costs when interventions have conflicting consequences, perpetuating costly mistakes and impeding context-specific informed decision-making.
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